The Celebration

"Faith Alone"

"This is the Holy Dance"

They're swinging their partners around the golden calf!

"Only believe... the blessing is yours!"

Stayed together - slayed together - because they were fornicators!

"Unconditional Love"
ANTICHRIST

Certainly "SPIRITUALISM" is "ANTICHRIST." To say that "I AM SAVED!" (Or "SINLESS!" or "HOLY!") is also "ANTICHRIST!" (And that is 1960 "AWAKENING" now REVIVED by "ROBERT PRIEBE" 33 years being an Adventist Preacher. Now reviving HUDSON - WRIGHT - FORD - HEPPENSTALL.)

WHY ARE THEY "ANTICHRIST?"

If CHRIST, is holding an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" in Heaven since 1844 - THE COURT SCENE in DANIEL and the REVELATIONS. The 4 and 20 ELDERS = the THRONES OF JUDGMENT - the BOOK OF LIFE and RECORDS - ALL of DANIEL, and ALL of REVELATIONS - (EZEKIEL - ISAIAH - JEREMIAH - HEBREWS - and all the REST!) - if PUNY MAN is going to BY-PASS all that and JUDGE HIMSELF! Thus openly FLAUNTING the COURT in HEAVEN, and passing "JUDGMENT!" upon himself, which is "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554,558. Having no "PATIENCE OF THE SAINTS" to wait on HEAVEN to make that PRONOUNCEMENT! FLAUNTING his own "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS" in the Face of others - telling THEM how "HOLY!" he is, -

THAT IS CERTAINLY AN "ANTICHRIST!"

He needs and wants, NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" to decide the Issue = we have no DIFFICULTY WHATSOEVER to believe that "PHARISEE" has, of all "SINS THE MOST HOPELESS, the MOST INCURABLE." COL 154-5. "JCHR was filled with SADNESS...CLAIMING that they were living WITHOUT "SIN!", He did not HESITATE to WARN them of their FEARFUL DECEPTION..."THIS IS A DECEIVER and an "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554. "We are not to UNITE with the REBELLIous, and call this "CHARITY!" AA 555. Such "PERFECTIONISM" of a PEOPLE and a CHURCH - GC 57, is "MIND-WEAKENING!" EW 101. And such CANNOT GIVE THE LAST MESSAGE! "GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THEM!" EW 101-2. They can HELP - not LEAD! But they come into "REFORM!" - trying to LEAD. We will not let them. More and more we see these "BORNED ADVENTISTS," and "20 YEAR" PREACHERS - trying to take over with what they have been "PREACHING" - "for 20 years!" They are fit only to Hoe turnips! They do not have a clue as to what this is all about. THEY EVEN HAVE THE PRE-SUMPTION AND THE GALL TO THINK THAT 144,000 of them will be "SEALED!" and give the "LOUD CRY!" What a "SHOW OFF!"
APRIL/MAY 1991 EXPLANATION

In reply to so many Letters about the DIFFERENCE between "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" and "NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS." When CANADA changed its POSTAL RATES to the "HIGHEST IN THE WORLD," and this Broke many "MAIL ORDER" HOUSES and MAGAZINES. (The Great "T. EATON MAIL ORDER HOUSE," something like "SEARS," when the POSTAL UNION put on a "LABOR UNION STRIKE" that lasted MONTHS). (That should NEVER have been allowed!), the Great "T. EATON COMPANY" went BROKE.) And now they only have "DEPARTMENT STORES."

WHEN WE FOUND WE COULD MAIL FROM THE U.S.A. =

EVEY TRIP WE SAVED A HUNDRED TO SEVERAL HUNDRED $'s. We saw the need of a "PRINT AND MAIL SHOP" in the U.S.A. Since ANN DeMICHAEL had bought the ORIGINAL "PRESS" for us and was instrumental in launching the FIRST "10 VIRGIN PARABLE," she volunteered to Buy a Property across the Line in the U.S.A. We spent MONTHS looking for the right Property. We did not find it. There was always something WRONG. IMPOSSIBLE ENTRANCE ROAD. NO ELECTRICITY. NO WATER. Always SOMETHING was WRONG.

WE MAY BE ABLE TO LOOK BACK LATER =

and see why we settled on this Present "MALO, STATE OF WASHINGTON" property -- about 12 Miles from the U.S.A.-CANADA BORDER, right on the MAIN HIGHWAY (21 NORTH). The Property is HALF WAY between GRAND FORKS, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA and REPUBLIC, WASHINGTON, U.S.A. (We may have GOLD on this Property.)

WE PLANNED =

to PRINT THERE and MAKE TAPES THERE, but all that has changed. WE HAVE NO TROUBLE to print here in Canada,
and take the Papers to be mailed there. We are set up to make Tapes here or there, but we found we can have them made for us in the U.S.A., CHEAPER than we can make them. So we choose 3 TAPES AT A TIME, and make the Number we think we will need. If we need a few extra, we are set up for that. We hope to send TAPES (3 at a time) to those ONLY who send in THEIR OWN NAMES, so if you are on the MAILING LIST for 3 Mailings, and you receive NO TAPES, it is because you have to WRITE to get TAPES. And that may be only ONE TIME, unless you WRITE AGAIN.

SOME ONE SENDS IN YOUR NAME =

We put you on for 3 MAILINGS.

YOU SEND IN YOUR OWN NAME =

YOU RECEIVE TAPES =

WITH ONE EXCEPTION. Those who write from the BUSH IN AFRICA (or INTERNATIONAL), where we have HUNDREDS OF REQUESTS for TAPES, (as well as for the RECORDER, so they can hear them with BATTERIES). NO MORE. FORGET IT. We have poured THOUSANDS OF $'s down that BOTTOMLESS PIT. NO MORE. You have to explain WHY we should send you ANY MORE than ONE MAILING, (or even a PACKET!) You WRITE AGAIN, we send you ONE MORE MAILING EACH TIME. (TO OVERSEAS.)

IF IT IS A "GIMMEE = GIMMEE = GIMMEE!" LETTER =

(GIMMEE "BICYCLE!!" GIMMEE "MOTORCYCLE!!" GIMMEE "TIN ROOF!!" MINE SOD HOUSE!!" (GIMMEE = GIMMEE = GIMMEE!))

Some get quite DEMANDING. WE CUT THEM RIGHT OFF!!!

IT IS A SHAME, the "MISSIONARIES" =

TRAIN these people to write "GIMMEE!!" LETTERS, instead of TRAINING them to make an Honest Living, and WORK as hard as we do. Instead of that these modern "MISSIONARIES" of just about EVERY CHURCH, tell them to say: "I AM SAVED!" - "BY FAITH (and STUPIDITY) ALONE!" plus the "CURSE OF WORKS!" This is a ZEAL, not according to "KNOWLEDGE!

PETER'S LADDER - (2 PETER 1:5-10)
PETER'S LADDER..."ADD to your "FAITH!"..."KNOWLEDGE!"
GC 471-3. SM 2:21-4. (The Grand "COUNTERFEIT!"
GC 464.) "MY PEOPLE are DESTROYED for lack of "KNOW-
LEDGE!" Because thou hast rejected "KNOWLEDGE! I
also will REJECT THEE!" that thou shalt be "NO PRIEST
TO ME!" Hosea 3:6. "FOOLS HATE "KNOWLEDGE!"
Pro. 1:22. "A Companion of "FOOLS!" SHALL BE

DID YOU EVER APPLY THIS TO THE
"10 VIRGIN PARABLE?"

FOOLS do not want a "10 VIRGIN PARABLE!" because the
"10 VIRGINS" grind up to the FINAL "CRISIS" HOUR, to
give the "LOUD CRY!" Do they give it? BIBLE
(Matt 25) and TESTIMONIES (COL 406) tell us they are
SOUND "ASLEEP!" - both WISE and FOOLISH TOGETHER. The
Lord does an "UNPARDONABLE" THING. "UNPARDONABLE" in
the Days of Christ, "UNPARDONABLE" in our Day. WORTHY
OF "CRUCIFIXION!"
Did you know, Sr. White said, if
they CONTINUE as they DID in 1888, they will do
EVERYTHING the JEWS DID that CRUCIFIED CHRIST!
DID-YOU-KNOW-THAT - ??? Of course you do not expect
to EVER hear this from the DESK. It is only in TM
79. (Take it from p.64 to 79.) RH 4:138. T8:197.
T5:236.

STAY WITH THE (Leader)SHIP = !!!

Means the JEWS of OLD JERUSALEM, that is the FIRST
THING the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 17 EXPOSED! And THAT is
the FIRST thing they "CHANGED!" It must be "GROUP
SALVATION!" A "CONFEDERACY!" "Say ye NOT, a "CONFED-
ERACY!" to all them to whom THIS PEOPLE shall say, a
"CONFEDERACY!" Isa. 8:12. "ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES, 0
ye people, and ye shall be "BROKEN-IN-PIECES!"
Isa. 8:9.

"IN THE LAST DAYS, WHEN DELUSIVE MIRACLES =

WILL BE PERFORMED...in this Time of UNUSUAL PERIL,
(when from every Side they are calling for "LOVE! and
UNITY!")...we must learn to STAND "ALONE!" TM 490.
"THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS, THE BETTER!" EW 105,120.
SG 2:266. CWE 42. GC 142,395. EW 44.
NOW YOU KNOW WHERE WE STAND

We go by "SPAWN OUT!" means 16:408. The 1846 "BROADSIDE!" is our Religion. We do not go by the "SWINGING DOOR!" IN and OUT of "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!" And STAY in the ADVENTIST CHURCH, when they themselves ADMIT and DOCUMENT that they are going all out for MASS HYPNOTISM. Then "PRAY!" and "STAY!" You are so STRONG, are you - ??? When it is in PRIVATE HOMES, then VANCE FERRELL says, GRAB your CHILDREN and "FLEE OUT!" of there. If you love them, save them. But if this is taking place in the beloved "CHURCH!" then STAY and PRAY. Let them be MESMERIZED, while you NONCHALANTLY "READ A BOOK!" (Or, like JUDAS - eat your LUNCH!) So long have they PRODDED them "INTO THE CHURCH, THE ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY!" (Like the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM, the "DEATH TRAP!") These "WOE! WOE!" CREATURES do not know WHERE the DANGER is coming FROM! Or what to do about it! It seems IMPOSSIBLE for them to ever ADMIT that they were EVER wrong! So be sure and "RUSH OUT!" of "INDEPENDENT" MEETINGS, and "RUSH IN!" to the "HOLY CITY!" where the SAME BREED of PENTECOSTAL "HOLY ROLLERS" entertain them. The "PLACE!" is ALL IMPORTANT! How will those people stand when the Lord comes and WAKES the SLEEPING "LAODICEANS" with a "CRY AT MIDNIGHT!" Matt. 25; and they WAKE UP to "SEE A PROCESSION!" "THRONG!" "COMPANY!" COL 406. THE "CRISIS!" The FOOLISH, all CONFUSED, go to the POPULAR "MARKET PLACE!" where the FRIGMS and the (Dog Catcher) ANDERSONS had LED THEM, as the "WISE!", if WISE ENOUGH - the Word is there - "JOIN!" another "MOVEMENT" that "SHALL COME!" GC 464. And they "JOIN!" it and the "DOOR IS SHUT!" PROBATION OVER for the SABBATARIAN WORLD, followed by the "SUNDAY LAW!" and the "LOUD CRY!" to SEAL the REST of the 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS. Which the PIONEERS ALL BELIEVED!

BUD and VIOLET SHUSTER (Pennsylvania). It takes a long time to finally see things in Print. "URIAH SMITH," the Adventist False Prophet, showed his great "WISDOM" and put in "HOLY PLACE!" "HOLY PLACE!" "HOLY PLACE!" where "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" was not talking of "HOLY PLACE!" But since 1844, it would be "MOST HOLY PLACE!" and nothing else. You COLLABORATED
our discovery that **ADVENTISM** has been confused ever since, by his ADDING "FIRST APARTMENT!", its WONDERS, while she was NOT TALKING ABOUT "THAT!" You will find that in the Last Mailing or the next. **YOU ORIGINATED** the DRAWING (which we used several times and should use again) as it seemed "THE WHOLE WORLD!" was on Board that **DEVIL'S TRAIN**. "There could not be ONE LEFT!" EW 88,263. That has gone around the World.

A. & VAL PAOLI, 1969.05.19, ATHERTON, N. QUEENSLAND 4883, AUSTRALIA. ("BULL DOG" PUBLICATION from down under.) You planned on a 3-month Trip visiting the "OFFSHOOTS!" "OUTCASTS!" "DISSIDENTS!" Those too HONORABLE and DECENT, not CROOKED enough to belong to that "SPEWN OUT!" CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE! You must have been WELCOME with OPEN ARMS, by the LONELY "INDEPENDENTS" that they held you for "5 MONTHS!" (We thought you had been OVERPOWERED by the CHARISMATIC "POWER!" of PENTECOSTALISM/SPRITUALISM in this "OMEGA!" HOUR.) We wait ANXIOUSLY for the Report of your EXPERIENCES! PRAISE GOD THAT YOU SURVIVED! We imagine you have so much to Print that it is OVERWHELMING!

**GOLDA L. TUTTLE** (State of Washington.) No, Dear. We will not be in the WENATCHEE AREA to look at the ROCK in your back LAWN; we only blast ADVENTISTS Now-a-Days. Why worry about that ROCK? You could put a little Fence around it, make a FLOWER GARDEN out of it. You wrote to us in September 1968? Much has happened since then. Stay close to the TRUTH. Nothing else matters now!

**FRANK M. WALKER** (IDAHO MINISTER.) I like the way you write to me -- "H.R.L." I send you my paper - you send me yours. This is the way it ought to be. COURTESY EXCHANGE. Some are so RUDE, they IGNORE the TIME WE SPEND, but they are so taken up with SELF, they want us to PAY for THEIR PUBLICATIONS! We should drop them from our List. **YOU WRITE: "ROM 4:4...EPH 2:8-9...**

**NOTE:** These verses are NOT saying "NO WORKS" REQUIRED; as so many are Teaching, but that "WORKS" do not "EARN" Salvation! For we are His **(GOD'S) WORKMANSHIP;** created in Christ Jesus **UNTO GOOD WORKS!** which God hath before ordained that we should WALK IN THEM. (EPH 2:10.) **REMEMBER, "Not the HEARERS of the LAW are just before God but the DOERS OF THE LAW SHALL BE JUSTIFIED."** Thank you, we pass the Word along. We need that.
ETHEL A. CLEM (MONTANA). Yes. I am aware that I do not pronounce words right, but I am too old to learn. The original 1884 GC - ???. You can obtain it from ABC(BBH) but ask for "SOP BOOK 4." While you are at it, why not get the Set of 4 ???. You soak PRUNES IN WATER FOR HEALTH. We also soak black dates. Flax SEED WHOLE (Grinding it, it goes RANCID within the hour.) Use it wherever you can -- OATS, BROWN RICE, MILLET, BARLEY, RYE, BUCKWHEAT, the "LIFE" is in the SEEDS! We use TOO MUCH "WHEAT." Get away from it. Nature and SOLOMON supplied so many "MEASURES" of other grains because the "ELEMENTS" are in the SEEDS. And especially "FLAX."

WILLIAM (BILL) WOODWARD (FLORIDA). PHYLLIS PORTER has good judgment in her QUAIN'T WAY. But she SPOILS it all when she REDUCES the TYPE WAY DOWN TO ZERO. I nearly burnt my eyes out reading "WE ARE AT WAR!" by "ELDER CALEB ALONSO, 218 U.S. 20, MIDDLEBURY, IN. 46540. (219)825-9506. (IN BIGGER PRINT DIRECT FROM HIM - $10.00 U.S. Should add POSTAGE.) I was afraid he was PART of a CONFEDERACY, but apparently NOT. Give him a PHONE CALL. (It is hard to catch him Home.) Might be better to WRITE. Apparently he is NOT being FINANCED (BRIBED!) BY ANY ONE! (Same as you!) When are YOU going to go past the Stage of EXPERIMENTING and put out your own PAPER? WE LIKE YOUR "3 FROG MESSAGES!" THE PAOLIS CAPTURED THAT ONE, so did we. 3 FROGS OF REV. 16:13,14. CLEARLY at the last Moment of Time. LED by FALSE PROPHET ADVENTISTS. After they are SEALED on the WRONG SIDE. They will "ASTOUND THE BEAST" with the MIRACLES they can perform in SM 2:53-54. MM 88. EW 87. GC 593. RH 4:262,570. T6:400-1. SM 2:28,91,34-5,36-7,378-383. (And 100 MORE!) WE QUIT LISTENING to "ROBERT PRIEBE" who is REVIVING "BRINSMED" - "FORD" - "HEPPENSTALL" - "FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT" -- in being "SAVED!" and "SINLESS!" He apparently never read GC 473. We need him like we need a Hole in the Head! Ev. 359-365.

MAYBELLE F. BUER (CA). You are a dear Soul. Your steadfast stand through the Years will not go unrewarded. You have learned to face hurdles and overcome them. You should PREPARE to be one of T5:81 (Bottom paragraph). You will be needed. TO WITNESS AGAIN. Who knows in what capacity? THE LAST SCENES WILL BE GREAT COURT CASES.
Often ONE WITNESS can be very important. You may be called to Testify. When no one else will. IT IS SURPRISING, in an EMERGENCY, how people FORGET everything they ever knew. Due to FEAR, TERROR, because they face a COURT. AT THAT TIME, "CHAMPIONS" will be "FEW." T5:136. AT THAT TIME (not far away) the Holy Spirit will bring to our Memory just what we should SAY and DO in DEFENSE of the "FAITH." IN CHINA, it was ONE out of over 300. And he was a "JANITOR." That is about what we can expect. 1 in 300. All through the Writings of what to expect in "THE TIME OF TROUBLE," ONE THREAD RUNS THROUGH -- we have nothing to fear if we are "SEALED!" His Angels will protect us. WE CANNOT DIE! As shown in 1884 GC 439 to 461. GC 621 to 642. I try not to worry if I will be one of these or not. If I am TOO OLD, TOO WEAK, to stand the TEST and must be laid to Rest, I do not see that that would make too much difference. "MAY THY WILL BE DONE!" IF WE CAN CHAMPION THE CAUSE RIGHT TO THE END, it would be WONDERFUL. Then each one will be needed as we gather in "LITTLE COMPANIES." "IN ISOLATED PLACES." May His Will be done.

WM. (BILL) WOODWARD (FL). Your letter of April 1, 1991. You are doing what we all must do -- trying to sort out "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" And it is certainly NOTHING like ADVENTISTS EXPECT. They will be OVERWHELMED! STAGGERED! I wonder if they ever thought; more than a QUICK-OVER reading of TM 300. The "LOUD CRY" will come, the "LOUD CRY" will go and they will neither RECEIVE it NOR KNOW IT! Is there an Adventist alive with Soul so DEAD that he never THOUGHT what that can mean? NOT ONLY that but it will go "CONTRARY" to "ANY HUMAN PLANNING!" Now that's really SCARY! So we better assemble what is HUMAN (FROM) PLANNING and go the OTHER WAY! We add TM 66,206,208, 237,399,507. T5:80. T1:198. MAGEN 3. DA 212. THE THIRD FROG'S MESSAGE is surely going forth now or soon will be -- the ULTIMATE of SPIRITUALISM! ADVENTIST MINISTERS are trying to get ahead of each other to LINE UP FOR THE CLASSES. Soon time to head for the Cave. ALL OVER THE WORLD THERE ARE ABANDONED MINING CAMPS. (Even ARMY CAMPS.) LOGGING CAMPS. TRAPPERS' CABINS. HOMESTEAD LOG CABINS. I think it will be ONLY ONE WINTER. IN THE MINING WE LEARNED HOW TO PACK TONS OF SUPPLIES FOR MILES by an easy-going ROTATING METHOD.
Take a Bundle, go about 100 feet -- go back and take the next one 200 feet. Go back for the first one, take it 200 feet. Easy going! You can move TONS that way to last ALL WINTER. And then the "RAVENS" if need be. Did you know "MANNA" fell in Africa? I saw some of it. THE SIZE AND COLOR OF MILLET SEED. Said to have a "HONEY TASTE."

RICK HENWOOD, 28 Donald Street, Blackburn South, Victoria 3130, AUSTRALIA. I appreciate you sending me "CELEBRATION PENTECOST 1990." This is an "INTER-CHURCH" COMMITTEE that had a memorable get-together in "SCOT'S CHURCH," MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, SUNDAY MAY 20, 1990. "THE ANGLICAN CHURCH" ("OXFORD MOVEMENT") always has been the PRIME MOVER of bringing together the "ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT," and in this case, they provided the "USHERS" and "CHOIR." And it seems the "PRAYER OF ACCEPTANCE" if not the closing "Blessing." While the "Homily" was provided by the "ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF MELBOURNE." It seems those of us in AMERICA missed this EVENT in which the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" also ran. They are listed among the "MEMBER CHURCHES" of this "INTER-CHURCH COMMITTEE." 4 CHURCHES took part in what they termed the "ENTRY OF FOUR PENTECOST BANNERS," among which was the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH," and "ALL JOINED IN THE SINGING OF THE (SPECIAL) HYMN." All this requires a Second Look, it seems they all STOOD for this SPECIAL HYMN to an "ORGAN PRELUDE."

UNDER THE TUTELAGE OF "URIAH SMITH" =

CERTAINLY NOT "ELLEN WHITE"=

the Adventists must have been CHAFFING at the BIT that they did not take "THEIR RIGHTFUL PLACE!" ("LEROY EDWIN FROOM"), SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE, MARCH 1966, p.10. ECHOED by "WEEKS" of the "PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.," ECHOED by "PIERSON," ECHOED by 10,000 OTHERS. That we should be "IN THE VANGUARD" (IN THE LEAD!) of a GREAT RELIGIOUS EXPLOSION that "WILL BE HEARD AROUND THE WORLD!" (E.E.CLEVELAND, MISSION-KEY '72 & '73 "CO-ORDINATOR" for a GREAT RELIGIOUS REVIVAL!) It must have been painful for them to take "2nd Place!" in this "ECUMENICAL FEAST!" and "CELEBRATION!" They are catching up fast now! The same year (February 1966),
this same DESIRE was echoed by "W.A. FAGAL" p.15; "ROY ALLEN ANDERSON" p.17; "HOWARD B. WEEKS" p.24; "L.E. TUCKER" p.37. AND IN "MINISTRY" - JANUARY 1966 - ECHOED BY "NEAL C. WILSON" p.7; "G. BURNSIDE" (AUSTRALIA) p.39. Sprinkled throughout is the "JEWISH HOPE!" -- a Book recommended by or for all good JEWS and JEWESSES. The "JEWS" will WIN, of course. "LOUISE C. KLEUSER" p.43. "FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. DA 618. RH 1:300.

AND AT THE SAME TIME AND IN THE SAME BREATH =

"FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ISRAEL!" (ESPECIALLY "OLD JERUSALEM.") FIRST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" and why "URIAH SMITH" changed it - starting with the FIRST PAGE = !!! Like FOLLYWOOD, they take them both in! ONE VAST CONGLOMERATE HUDDLE, the very OPPOSITE of the PREDICTIONS OF "ELLEN WHITE." "We must learn to stand ALONE, the SOONER we learn this, the BETTER!" EW 105,120. SG 2:266.

THE VERY OPPOSITE OF "COME APART AND BE YE SEPERATE!"

(THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!) T8:118-120. (And as you know -- 144 more!) But they MUST HAVE THEIR MULTI-TUDES! And they WILL! Once their "SEALING!" is past, they will have EVERYTHING they are SCREAMING FOR NOW! Bring down "FIRE!" from God out of Heaven. (WILSON-CARTER 1988). SM 2:54. (Read pages before and after.) MM 88. Even now in ANDREWS they have NO USE for the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" SM 2:48; 1:48; 2:78. In this "ANTICHRIST" mind-set; in their "OMEGA" of "APOSTASY!" they will "PREPARE THE WAY" for the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444.

THEY WILL NOT ONLY KEEP THIS AND MANY OTHER

"CELEBRATION SUNDAYS!" and this even "BEFORE!" the "SUNDAY LAW!" GC 608 (426). It was NOT the "LAW!" (ROMANS) that wanted to CRUCIFY their SAVIOUR, it was "GOD'S PROFESSED PEOPLE!" WILL THIS HISTORY BE REPEATED? GC 593. The INDEXES point to "ROMANISM (PAPACY)" as the "ANTICHRIST" but "MAGEN and SPAULDING" say "THE NOMINAL" (by "NAME" ONLY) CHURCH and NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS" (AWAKENERS), like "JUDAS!" (one of His own) will betray us to the "CATHOLICS."
(They are far down the Road now with their RAMIK!), and if you read that Reference carefully from MAGEN p.1,2, it is the RAMIKS that lead them by the NOSE; as "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS" get the "POWER!" to astound the World and take the LEAD -- they will RAMIK THROUGH the "SUNDAY LAW!" What else do you see in GC 608 (426)? Do you have to be Hit on the Head with a 10-pound HAMMER, before you CATCH ON to see what GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608 is telling us? WHO WILL BE OUR MOST BITTER ENEMIES - ???. We better have a REAL HARD LOOK at the 2nd most IMPORTANT REFERENCE in the SOP. GC 608. "BEFORE THE STORM!" THEY WILL HATE OUR GUTS FOR EXPOSING THIS AND REVEAL: 

WHO IS THE REAL "ANTICHRIST" - ???.

NOT IN ANY INDEX - SERIES A:318. "SPECIAL" TM 312. (Out of Print. Try used Books.) AA 554. (ROBERT PRIEBE IS AN "ANTICHRIST!") PP 686. BC 7:949. T1:77. TM 62. (No, you do not have to believe this, but we do. When we said it and saw it, 40 years ago, we were the "LUNATIC FRINGE!" We throw that right back now. He that DOES NOT SEE IT AT THIS LATE DATE must surely be "A LUNATIC FRINGE!") SO CRAZY THAT THEY WILL GO TO POWER-POX ADVENTIST MEETINGS, LET IT HAPPEN ALL AROUND THEM, and "READ A BOOK!" No care in this Wide World of what happens to "OTHERS!" or their own LOVED ONES, right in front of their Face! CANNOT BEAR to come to the INEVITABLE CONCLUSION -- stand up and YELL: "LET'S GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!" And never come back - and do not ever again tell anyone else to "GO BACK!" And this, of course, is the UNWANTED "MIDNIGHT CRY!" that comes BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY!" (I wonder WHY?)

BROTHER RAY, P.O. Box 99, Clearwater, B.C., CANADA V0E 1N0. I see the "NEWSLETTER" you sent is a Special "RODALE PUBLICATION." "MEN'S HEALTH" Vol.7, No.3, MARCH 1991. "ALZHEIMER's and ALUMINIUM" - the FINDINGS of the Canadian "UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO." This should be trumpeted around the World. That the WORST SOURCE of "ALUMINIUM" is from CITY WATER. That it CLOGS the "TANGLES" and nerve fiber "PLAQUES" in the BRAIN. EVERYONE SHOULD GET THIS MAGAZINE. He owes it to his CHURCH and FAMILY to tell the TRUTH for a change. All the Adventists do is ECHO the AMA-FDA.
This magazine also deals with Men's "PROSTATE" and "IMPOTENCE" and the wide misunderstanding that men and women have on that Subject. EACH NUMBER is $2.75 U.S., 12 per year - $24.00 U.S. (CANADA add $10.00 U.S.) P.O. Box 53683, Boulder, CO 80322-3683. Phone (303)447-9330. I have that SDA 1,000 STATEMENTS - "VALUABLE HISTORICAL EXTRACTS." What ADVENTISTS believed ONCE-UPON-A-TIME! YOU HAVE A JEWEL - 1885 EDITION. That is NOT the RELIGION of ADVENTISTS in the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY." It is only the TRUTH! Which they do not have any more. So it was PREDICTED just before the SEALING. T5:21. "DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN THE CHURCH!" p.210. Everyone that tells you to STAY RIGHT THERE TO BE "SEALED!" is a "PEACE and SAFETY" VERY "DUMB DOG!" All "SEALED!" TOGETHER? That is not exactly the way it reads. It says: "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" STAYED TOGETHER = SLAYED TOGETHER! T5:211-2. They had to write a whole book trying to deny that. Too bad they couldn't reach in there and CHANGE it! It got away on them. I'll bet somebody caught "HELL!" for leaving that in there. "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" and ALL-!!! ONCE THEY ARE PAST THE "SEALING!" -- they will be the WORST-PEOPLE-ON-EARTH! GC 608. AS THE "SEALING" TAKES PLACE, there will be a "SCATTERING!" as well as a "GATHERING!" EW 69. I AM GLAD that the PROUD, HAUGHTY "MINISTRY!" will catch it 10 TIMES WORSE than their MEMBERS. EW 282,289,290. ST 1:116. SG 1:211. GC 656. The MILLS of God grind SLOWLY but exceedingly FINE! WE ARE in the "CRISIS" TIME. EVEN WORLDLY PEOPLE feel it and are ALARMED. Some are ahead of us. Won't the PROUD "PHARISEES!" have a HEART-ARREST when the "WISE MEN OF THE EAST" come to give the "LAST MESSAGE!" to the HAUGHTY "NOSE-IN-THE-AIR!" PHARISEES! I am waiting for that day - not far away. ALREADY we have "MISSIONARIES" from DOWN UNDER! At the SAME TIME, we have the GREATEST (FORD) HERESIES. STANDISH is NO BETTER. They both believe they are "SINLESS!" They never read GC 473. They both BELIEVED JONES. SM 1:377. BC 7:972. ST 2:481. HAVE TO BE STARK-STARING MAD to believe you are "SAVED!" without any "CONDITIONS!" He began to play with his Mind until he ended up in "LIVING TEMPLE!" - 1903. That is the BASIS of "PENTECOSTALISM!" and why they "CELEBRATE!" STARK-RAVING MAD - !!! around the "GOLDEN CALF!"
CHARLOTTE HOUSE (Pennsylvania). I will NEVER understand why more people do not see that JUDAS, one of the 12, was the LEADING ONE to betray His Lord; lead the MOB to MURDER. And it is written as plainly as it can be written, that this HISTORY will be REPEATED:

(A) ADVENTISTS, both CLASSES: "NOMINAL" (all they have left is the "NAME") BY "NAME" ONLY ADVENTISTS.

(B) And the "NOMINAL CHURCH," would, "LIKE JUDAS," betray us to the "CATHOLICS!" To the WOLF-PACK. Magen 1, 2.

(C) The STEPS they would take - STEP by STEP as we go through GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608 =

(D) They would keep "SUNDAY!" before they HAVE TO! (A DOZEN such references! The MAIN one being GC 608.) Sure have to be smitten with an uncommon amount of "BLINDNESS!" not to SEE IT!

(E) Stand in that Pulpit and LIE and DENY it, just to hold down a "JOB" with a PAYCHECK! The SHAME of it all. They do not seem to know that by this time there are enough people SICK and TIRED of the INCANTATIONS of that WASHINGTON MOB. Now going into "MASS HYPNOSIS!" THEY KNOW IT; THEY PREACH IT; THEY WRITE IT and tell us to "GO THERE!" - "STAY THERE!" - "PRAY THERE!" -- instead of calling on ELIJAH to "SLAY THERE!"

(F) The "SLAYING!" will take care of itself. It is only a "DELAYED ACTION" before there will be "DEAD BODIES AROUND THIS WORLD!" "NEITHER GATHERED, NOR LAMENTED, NOR BURIED," their "ILL SAVOR" will come up "from the Face of the whole EARTH!" (LEFT OUT OF EW 48, but found in PT 32.) SEPTEMBER 1849. RH 1:11. T1:268. SG 4:58. ISA. 10:23; 28:22. JER. 8:2; 14:12; 25:33. TM 385. "THE MOST TERRIBLE THREATENING EVER GIVEN TO MAN!" GC 449,452. (281,284.)

(G) But we are dealing with "UNBELIEVERS!" who will wake up some Day and go the WRONG WAY! COL 406. Matt. 25. But we will tell them whether they LIKE it or NOT! Ezekiel 3 & 33.

(H) ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY BEFORE THEY HAVE TO! They are FAR DOWN THE ROAD NOW! and think they have something to "CELEBRATE!" Some, like VANCE FERRELL -
CRYING ALOUD about it, not REALIZING that they have been in a MESMERIZED STATE RIGHT ALONG! if they think that "SPEWN OUT!" means anything else than 16:408.

(I) SUCH PEOPLE CANNOT GIVE THE "LAST MESSAGE!" GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THEM! EW 50,62,63,77,94,98,101,123. GC 57. MM 89,91,93,98.

I KNOW YOU ARE NOT SORRY YOU ACCEPTED THIS LIGHT —

We honor your dedication and we are glad you have a Friend, DOROTHY DRAN, that you can visit. GOD BLESS YOU BOTH. We will see when we come to the End of the Road if it has been WORTH WHILE! May His Angels keep you.

I LIKE YOUR METHOD

of sending a BEAUTIFUL CARD and not writing a SINGLE WORD on it, but writing it on a SEPARATE sheet of paper, so the other Party can use it AGAIN! I think this is a LOVELY IDEA! Make the card work DOUBLE or TRIPLE...

THE RESURRECTION OF THE SUPERNATURAL
SPIRITUALISM - OCCULTISM - EXORCISM - POSSESSION --

comes under many Headings. It is a MAZE -- a WHIRL -- a TANGLE. From which it may be IMPOSSIBLE to RECOIL, but be held in its' GRIP. We have seen those we were instrumental in bringing BACK to the FAITH. Only to be SORRY afterwards when they COMBINED "SPIRITUALISM" with "ADVENTISM." Rather had they REMAINED OPEN ENEMIES. As LUTHER SAID, the SWORDS of the CATHOLICS were LESS DANGEROUS than the "ENTHUSIASTS!" The "FANATICS!" under "THOMAS MUNZER" who came in and wanted to TAKE OVER with: "THE SPIRIT! THE SPIRIT!"

"COUNTERFEIT" HOLINESS, "SPURIOUS" SANCTIFICATION... follow...FEELINGS and IMPRESSIONS..."INSPIRATION!"...

"IMAGINATIONS!" GC 188 to 193. (MUCH of this I had STUDIED out and MEMORIZED from the ORDINARY "GREAT CONTROVERSY" and still use it because MOST-DO-NOT-HAVE THE-1884-"ORIGINAL" -- although the "ORIGINAL" is BETTER in 1884 GC 152.


*******************

LEON & MARILYN REMER, POB 37, 307 August Rd., CINEBAR, WA 98533-9998. FORMERLY "THE FINAL PAGES" -- now CHANGED to "R COMPANY." FORMERLY "FREE" -- now $15 U.S. a Year. 6 issues.) CANADA or OVERSEAS -- now $20 U.S. a Year.

BEFORE LEAVING "THE FINAL PAGES" -

They take a Swipe at "REFORMERS" - "DISSIDENTS" - "OFFSHOOTS" - "INDEPENDENTS" who "POKE FINGERS" at "OUR BROTHERS" or at "THE CHURCH" in "GOD'S FAMILY."

"ALL DAY LONG!"

THAT IS IN "THE FINAL PAGES" - MARCH/APRIL 1991.

On page 9. But almost in the same Breath, on page 8 they "POKE FINGERS" at the EVER-CHANGING ADVENTIST CREED and that "27 THING!" It seems, like VANCE FERRELL, "THEY" select the ones to "POKE FINGERS" AT, and DAMN you into "HELL!" if you do not go along with "THEM!" As far as that goes, EVERYONE IN THIS WORLD chooses SIDES, and it is only LIARS that DENY it.
LET'S PUT IT THIS WAY:

We know that FEW will be SAVED. (Unless we belong to the "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" FROOM-HOUTEIFF-WILSON CULT.) that have "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR!" But if we see in "THE SHAKING" CHAPTER - RH 1:32 or T1:179 with INVALUABLE "FOOTNOTES!" Or EW 269 very FITTINGLY right after the "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER, and we know in "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER, ADVENTISTS will be LOST because of TEACHING what we find in T5:211 -- and the REASON they will WAIL and TEAR THEIR HAIR is because they were "CARELESS!" (COUN'T CARE LESS!) IS THAT WHAT THE CHURCH AND THE REMERS AND "GERMAN REFORM" WANT - ??? "CARELESS and INDIFFERENT!" T1:180,181. And make "NO EFFORT!" (THE SONG AND DANCE OF THE SHEPHERD'S ROD and ALLEGED "AWAKENING" 1959-1960.) IF "GOD'S PEOPLE" ARE "ALARMED!" at what they see in the WORLD and in the CHURCH: "DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN THE CHURCH!" T5:210. NEXT PAGE: "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

WE APPRECIATED "THE FINAL PAGES" =

So we could keep TRACK of FORCES that were FORMING around certain GURUS of LAODICEA. Who sponsored WHO or WHAT? And certainly "WHY?" All the TAPES you put out; the MEETINGS you announced; the SPEAKERS! EACH CULT CONDEMNING THE OTHER CULT, and YOU are the ones to call for "UNITY?" You were a "CLEARING HOUSE" for "ALL OPINIONS." You went out of your way to ferret out any new "NOVELTY" that came along, such as DR. WANG'S "NEW LIGHT!" on the "SABBATH." ONE OF YOU HAS A BRILLIANT MIND. We enjoyed your insight into narrating legendary anecdotes -- the life-like Drama of what MIGHT have happened in the experience of the SABBATARIAN CHURCH of the JEWS and the parallel in our day. We will miss that if you REFUSE to accept our SUBSCRIPTION. But if you want to be STRICTLY HONEST and settle us on the REAL TRUTH of the Third Angel's Message = when are you going to DITCH 90% of the TAPES YOU SEND OUT? REEKING with CONTRARY OPINIONS, a JUMBLE OF VIEWPOINTS. And you call on us to "UNITE!" on THAT- ??? You believe we will be "SEALED" if we follow THAT - ??? Do you go along with "GERMAN REFORM" on the "SEALING QUESTION?"
No, this is NOT a "SNIDE REMARK." This is based on FACT. FACT that you do not have. Because the "SEALING ANGEL" looks for those who "SIGH and CRY" for "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS" found in "THE CHURCH." "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. We have picked out DEADLY, FATAL "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS!" but we have not covered them "ALL!" Not yet. We still have some to go. BUT LISTENING TO YOU, we are to join in crying "PEACE AND SAFETY!" And let the "BORNED ADVENTISTS" who do not know what it is all about; and let the "20-year Preachers" come into "REFORM" and take over with "I AM SAVED--SINLESS--HOLY!" GC 472-3. And then what? "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2 and 213; and 214; and 451 to 454; and 475-6; and 715-6. WE REJOICE THAT WE KNOW THESE TRUTHS, and that OTHERS should know them also. WE DO NO APPRECIATE THE ICE WATER POURED DOWN OUR NECKS TO SHAME US INTO OBLIVION. Will you CHANGE the "GERMAN REFORM" PATTERN and make it "BOILING WATER?" This is what we see in the PROPHECIES. ADVENTISTS ARE FAR DOWN THE ROAD NOW AS 2,000 to 2,500 JOINED THE GULF WAR and many of them took the $9,000.00 and took the GUNS, and shot the other fellow between the eyes, ON THE SABBATH! THAT WAS WHY "GERMAN REFORM" was born. Do we now REFUTE IT - ??? No way.

MISS NELIA HAMILTON (ARIZ). I appreciate very much your willingness to mail for us. But what happened is the one ASSOCIATION undertook to do it for us; that cost us something over $400.00. So that was taken care of. With other, we took care of that also. WHAT WE APPRECIATE SO MUCH is to know who we can DEPEND ON IN A CRISIS. We will remember that! We have some SPECIAL BOOKS we were going to ADVERTISE, but we decided not to. But send them to SPECIAL NAMES. WHO IS TRYING TO RULE THE WORLD - ??? THE WRITER OF THAT BOOK MUST DOCUMENT THOROUGHLY SINCE SHE WILL BE SNIPED AT FROM EVERY CORNER. So it would be well to get another Book by the same Author to clarify perhaps better.

OUR SPY - ALLEN LEE of ROCHESTER - sent us an "INTELLIGENCE" and "ECONOMIST" PAPER that could spell DEATH to the WRITER. But I see how he did it. He DOCUMENTED what was in "TIME" and other MAGAZINES;
what was written by AUTHORITIES in OTHER BOOKS. But even at that, his LIFE would be in GRAVE DANGER. But such are God's Agents, willing to give their Life for others. THESE WILL BE NEAREST THE THRONE OF GOD.

"...MY WORD...

...shall not return to me void..."
Isaiah 55:11

WE MUST PAUSE HERE TO CLARIFY A POINT

A VERY IMPORTANT POINT. A CRUCIAL POINT. Those who ONCE gave their MINDS and BODIES over to JONES would do well to be SUSPICIOUS of EVERYTHING "JONES and WAGGONER" WROTE. Because they SLOWLY - SLOWLY - SLOWLY pulled away from the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" until they became the GREATEST ENEMIES of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" there ever was. REFUSE TO RECOGNIZE THAT FACT, together with ANOTHER FACT, and you are SUNK.

WHY DO YOU WANT TO AVOID IT - ???

FACT (1) A BOOK THE JONES ADDICTS DO NOT WANT. Do any of them even quote it? This book has 320 pages. It is called: "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY. 1888-1901." The cover says: "BY A. V. OLSON" and the COPYRIGHT is 1966. It was printed by the "REVIEW AND HERALD." But they do not tell you that of the 320 pages, there is an APPENDIX (A) and (B) and (C), comprising 78 pages. (One fourth of the book!) No doubt when ARTHUR L. WHITE saw how the "AWAKENING" was railroading out his GRANDMOTHER, if he was going to have ANY INFLUENCE LEFT, he better OPEN A CRACK of the 1888 CLOSET. So they gave us some of the "MESSAGES" by EGW from 1888. To counter the DEVIL'S TRAIN, that with all his RED FLAG WAVING - ARTHUR BOY - together with his GRANDMOTHER, was going to be RUN OVER! RED LANTERN AND ALL!
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MENT!" - but NOT in the "SANCTUARY-AT-ALL!" You will find CHRIST "WAITING FOR YOU!" clear OUT in the "OUTER COURT!" And then the PROFESSIONAL LIARS say to this day that "BRINSMEAD BROUGHT US THE MESSAGE OF THE "MOST HOLY PLACE!" He did, did he? Did you ever EXAMINE the 2-page CHART that both BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT concocted and has NOT been CHALLENGED by any writer of CHURCH or REFORM - TO-THIS-DAY! Send for a "PACKET" of our Papers where we deal with this RIGHT ALONG. We have 4 "PACKETS." If you do not find what you want in ONE, send for ANOTHER. (Be sure and tell us which ONE or ONES that you HAVE! Of some we do not have that many left.) ONLY FOR RESEARCHERS.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES AND WAGGONER - ???

DOES THEIR LIFE REFLECT THEIR TEACHING - ??? Sr. White says "WATCH THEM!" Keep "TRACK" of THEM! You can TELL them by the COMPANY THEY KEEP! PAY NO ATTENTION to what they "LIE and DENY!" Go through their Writings INCH by INCH and DOCUMENT what they SAY! That will NOT be EASY as they teach BOTH WAYS -- all THREE! We call these "DILLIES!" or "DOOZIES!" and we have found HUNDREDS of them. They will FINALLY CONSOLIDATE in a CONFEDERACY on that DEVIL'S TRAIN! There they will have "CONSENSUS of OPINION!" A thing to DREAD! Or be OUT of the ARK or IN SODOM and GOMORRAH (or IN the "HOLY CITY!") Did not have enough SENSE to SEPARATE or give the "SEPARATION MESSAGE!" CRY and LAMENT that we do not "GET ALONG" with all the "OFFSHOOTS!" We have NO INTENTION to "GET ALONG" with those who "GET ALONG!" with ERROR piled on top of ERROR in this "OMEGA HOUR!" If you value the TRUTH, you will agree with this: "I saw the NECESSITY of the MESSENGERS ESPECIALLY, WATCHING and CHECKING all FANATICISM wherever they might see it ARISE...have on the WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD!" EW 63. "Should we be STUPID and CARELESS?" EW 113. "When one begins to get LIFTED UP in his own EYES...THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS WITHDRAWN!" EW 120. "FALSE SHEPHERDS STOOD IN THE WAY... PREACHED SMOOTH THINGS...CRYING "PEACE! PEACE!... were covered with the BLOOD of SOULS!" EW 234,255. "MINISTERS and PEOPLE UNITED with the VILE and STOUTLY RESISTED THE LIGHT...were "LEFT" in "DARKNESS"...all Heaven was FILLED WITH INDIGNATION!" EW 245-6. "I SAW THAT since Jesus LEFT the "HOLY PLACE" of the
Sanctuary and entered within the second veil, "the churches" have been filling up with every unclean and hateful bird... Their profession, their prayers, and their exhortations are an abomination... Jesus and the angels look upon them (with "tears" in His "voice") look upon them in anger!" EW 274. (See also: 44, 48, 51, 65, 76, 139, 155, 177, 215, 228, 268, 275.)

UNITY - ???

EW 56, 68, 69, 88, 97, 103, 124, 139, 142, 176, 218, 226, 228, 234, 236, 263. "I saw the necessity of... being separate from those who were daily imbibing new errors. I saw that neither young nor old should attend their meetings, for it is wrong to thus encourage them!" EW 124. "The power of truth tore up their foundation, but instead of yielding to it they would get up another platform that they were not satisfied with themselves!" EW 123.

THEN WHY DID THEY DO IT - ???

Here is the key to it all. (1) Not willing to humiliate themselves to admit that they were such fools as to fall for "the dumb dogs that will not bark!" T5:211. (2) Not willing to give you credit that you saw through it all! Long ago! While they were running around in circles, so happy with Jones and wagoner, and are not about to admit it. So they have to go where they did. "I am saved - sinless - holy!" (1893). Which opened the door to "holy flesh!" (1900). SM 2:31, 17. RH 1:194. RH 2:85, 120, 233, 245, 609. And then advanced into "living temple!" (1903), and stayed with Kellogg until the day they died. And it all started - where - ??? "I am saved!" with "no conditions!" (open, raw = "babylon!") want to deny it? Get off our mailing list! Go with your own kind! "And thou, capernaum [seventh-day adventists], (plural! Some quote this without the "s") and others fail to notice this is: "futurism!") "And thou, capernaum [seventh-day adventists]... shalt be brought down-to-hell!" RH August 1, 1893. All predicted in Olson Book, p.242 to 320. (May have to get it from used book stores.) Should be plenty of them there, adventists-do-not-want-this! I have seen them loan it and say: "Keep it as long as you want, we do not care if you never-bring-it-back!"
THE ABOVE IS WHAT YOU HAVE TO ASK FOR -
 IF YOU WANT THE ORIGINAL "1884 GC" -
 IF YOU ORDER IT FROM ABC-BBH. (CONFERENCE.)

ANN DeMICHAEL and myself tried for 2 Years to get a
satisfactory "1884 GC" and could not find it. So we
are forced to have it printed ourselves. I sent ANN
all the AMERICAN FUNDS I had in my Account - I had to
add $20.00 to make it $9,000.00 and ANN had to add
$4,320.00 to make the FIRST PAYMENT of $13,320.00 to
get the PRINTING going for 50,000 copies. To print
5,000 or 10,000 is far too expensive, so we had to go
to 50,000. The Printer will PHOTO-OFFSET it from the
ORIGINAL so the PAGES are RIGHT and the TEXT is RIGHT.
ANN PLANS to have 1/4 LARGER TYPE and BOLD-FACED. We
have 2 more PAYMENTS TO MAKE - TOTAL OF $39,958.00.
SOME ARE ADDING TO THE FUND - we already have 2
$1,000.00 DONATIONS. To the FUND. They only want "A
FEW" for themselves, the rest is a DONATION. (TITHE
CAN BE USED FOR THIS.)

SOME WILL WANT TO SEND A LARGE SUM AND WANT IT
ALL IN BOOKS AS SOON AS THEY ARE PRINTED.
SOME WILL WANT TO ADD TO THE FUND. (PLEASE
STATE HOW MANY FOR YOURSELF.) (DO WE PRINT
YOUR NAME?)

When we had "HEALTH RESEARCH" MOKELEUMNE HILL, CALIFOR-
NIA print it for us in 1964 - ARTHUR WHITE went clear
across the Country and THREATENED DR. WILBORNE "NOT TO
PRINT ANY MORE" - but DR. WILBORNE WROTE ME: "BUT I
AM PRINTING THEM!" BUT NOT FOR LONG. He was involved
in a LAW-SUIT for all the Books he was printing - he
WON - but he LOST. He WON the LAW-SUIT but he lost
$30,000.00. So he does not exactly care to hear the
Name: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" any more.
[Cont. on Insert Page 4]
But he PAVED THE WAY FOR "LEAVES" and OTHERS to print these: "VERBOTEN" ORIGINAL BOOKS. So the CONFERENCE to "SAVE-FACE" reprinted some so the SLAVE-CAMP can say: "SEE! I TOLD YOU SO! THE CONFERENCE GIVE US "EVERYTHING!" It worked like a Charm. They get "EVERYTHING!" (INCLUDING "AIDS!")

HEALTH RESEARCH IN 1964 SOLD THE BOOK FOR $5.00. IN SPITE OF RISING COSTS AND POSTAL RATES - WE PLAN TO LET YOU HAVE IT FOR $5.00 POST PAID U.S. FUNDS IN THE USA. PERHAPS $7.50 U.S. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES. PERHAPS 3 for $12.50 USA. PERHAPS 3 for $18.75 U.S. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES.

YOU CAN PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW -

(DELIVERY IN A MONTH OR TWO.)
SMALL ORDERS WE WILL NOT ACKNOWLEDGE - WE WILL ACKNOWLEDGE LARGE ORDERS.
SPECIAL PRICES BY THE CASE. (PERHAPS 48)
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
WE WILL FILL SMALL ORDERS AT THE PRICES GIVEN. (AND NOTIFY YOU IF ANY CHANGE.)
(TEAR THIS OUT AND SEND IT TO SOME ONE ELSE.)

(HOW TO READ FINE PRINT) - WEAR 2 PAIR OF GLASSES. READ ONLY, READ. IF YOU ARE DISTRACTED - DO NOT LOOK AROUND. SHUT YOUR EYES - REMOVE GLASSES - THEN LOOK AROUND. WORKS FINE.

(Order Books From:)
HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY
P.O. BOX 1270
GRAND FORKS, B.C.
CANADA V0H 1HO

or

ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN
1926 HIGHWAY 21 NORTH
MALO, WA 99150-9703
U.S.A.
"FOR MORE DETAILS!" If we meant to give you "MORE DETAILS!" we would have put it in HERE! NOT in a PRIVATE (for you ONLY!) LETTER. READ OLSON 242-320 FIRST-!!! You have NO TIME-?? Stay home from that ROTTEN (T8:250. TM 446-7) THAT "ROTTEN" CHURCH. Then you will have "TIME!" And we will have "TIME!" to go on to ANOTHER SUBJECT. SELAH. AND ANOTHER THING - when are you PROUD, HAUGHTY, LAODICEAN "PHARISEES!" going to stuff your ARROGANCE and THINK that you can become "OVERTIME WONDERS!" to find where the BOOKS have been CHANGED (and with that, the DOCTRINE!) Ignore our LIFE-TIME WORK and you must venture out on YOUR OWN-!!! And then no time later, you are BACK in the SYNAGOGUE out of which there is NO SALVATION! We are to "REPEAT THE MESSAGE! REPEAT THE MESSAGE!" There are MILLIONS who have not heard it yet! TM 116. SM 2:25 to 129,130.

OF COURSE YOU KNOW YOU WILL NOT BE POPULAR
SO IF IT'S POPULARITY YOU SEEK - JOIN THE CATHOLICS!

RICHARD MARIN, "THINKING ALOUD" Publication #(3). "LIFEMARK PRESS," P.O. Box 292, TEMECULA, CA. 92390-0292. You take up, as do many others, DESMOND FORD and the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT." In your "un-periodical" #(3), "DR. FORD" LETS THE CAT OUT OF THE BAG! What this is all about. It is where JONES and WAGGONER fell. And never recovered. But since ADVENTISM changed since the Days of JONES and WAGGONER, it is not necessary for the ADVENTIST CHURCH TO DISFELLOWSHIP the "FORDITES." And STANDISH was FORCED to give a sick "APOLOGY" to FORD in "OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION," May 1991, p.21. BOTH, all four, end up with "I AM SAVED - SINLESS! HOW I LOVE TO PROCLAIM IT!"

IN "THINKING ALOUD" YOU QUOTE FORD -

"2. "THE DOCTRINE OF AN "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" THREATENS the ASSURANCE of "SALVATION" and the "JOY" of Christian experience." (DESMOND FORD in "RIVERSIDE CONFRONTATION") (Our EMPHASIS). "IN-THE-OLDEN-DAYS" - "ONCE UPON A TIME!" one could lose his MEMBERSHIP if he joined the "HOLY ROLLERS" and said: "I AM SAVED."
Now we are liable to be DISFELLOWSHIPPED if we turn against "I AM SAVED!" QUITE A MAJOR SWITCH! BEFORE JONES, the beloved "BRETHREN" OPPOSED "I AM SAVED!" Now a Minister is liable to LOSE HIS CREDENTIALS if he DARE to go by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and not by 1893 "JONES!" And the PACK that follows him Today. I notice that you did not "THINK ALOUD!" on the Subject. (Unless I missed it.)

THE ADVENTISTS WILL HMMPH AND HAWWW!

about the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT," but how can any Preacher take issue with FORD if he (THE ADVENTIST PREACHER) himself Teaches "I AM SAVED!"

*****************

(1) If "I AM SAVED!" - that is, INSTANTANEOUSLY, I am "SAVED!" RIGHT NOW! TODAY!

(2) HOW STUPID, then, to wait on some "COURT" in Heaven to decide. (In the SEALING!) (If I can "SEAL" MYSELF).

(3) IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to say, feel and teach that "I AM SAVED!" and at the same time "BELIEVE!" in an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" And FORD actually put his finger on the SORE SPOT! That the "30 SCHOLARS" spent "30 YEARS" trying to "PROVE" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" and couldn't do it "from the Bible alone!" And couldn't HONESTLY "PROVE" IT from the SOP either! NO WAY! So they ran into an IMPASSE. GIVE UP ONE OR THE OTHER! "YE DOUBLE MINDED!" JAMES 4:8. T2:289,335,93. T4:364. (Come over on the "NARROW PATH!"") 244. T1:180 (Part of the "SHAKING!" process!) 531 (Are neither "ONE THING nor the OTHER!") T5:520 (Give up your DOUBLE-MINDEDNESS and give the Trumpet a "CERTAIN SOUND!" See that you are CERTAIN on the "SANCTUARY TRUTHS!") 163 (SISTERS, give as GREAT CARE to making BREAD, as you do for STYLES. PRAY IN SECRET.)

*****************

SPIRIT FORCES: GOOD AND BAD
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"FAITH" is akin to "PRESCRIPTION." You can have "FAITH" in God and the Plan of Salvation, but then you can go PAST that into "PRESCRIPTION." Although NICHOLS-FIGGUR-RICHARDS had "30 Scholars" spend "30 Years" but could not "PROVE" the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT from the "BIBLE ALONE!" (So therefore we have to quit Preaching on it any more). The IMPOSSIBILITY is only in the MIND of the PHARISEE. The one who followed FROOM and ANDERSON for "40 YEARS!" from 1933 to 1973. 40 Years of FROOM was DEVASTATING! It turned everything BACKWARDS. You see it in the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" BOOK; in the FROOM-WILSON BOOK, "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION."

I WAS A "COLPORTEUR-EVANGELIST."

That meant we would sell books during the week, and Preach in our Churches on the Sabbath. If we were in a district that did not have a Pastor, they were ordered to turn the desk over to us, and they did. At that time (1934-5), we Preached AGAINST X-MASS, EASTER, AND "I AM SAVED!" We watched in AMAZEMENT at how the "ETERNAL FROOM" (General Conference Presidents could come and go) but FROOM went on FOREVER.

"PROFESSOR EMERITUS FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING -
FOR ANDREWS UNIVERSITY (SEMINARY)"

We watched the UNCANNY SKILL with which this NEMESIS of ADVENTISM slowly but surely TURNED the Adventist World from "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY," while STOUTLY claiming to "BELIEVE!" it, into the Religion of "BABYLON!" This MOUNTEBANK, this "PSYCHOLOGIST SUPREME," very CLEVERLY stood in the BACKGROUND while he had OTHERS venture forth with the "NEW THEOLOGY." If it went over, HE took the CREDIT; if NOT, the "WHIPPING BOY" took the BLAME. Thus he slowly inched this DENOMINATION over to EASTER SUNDAY, "I AM SAVED!", "BY FAITH ALONE!", by the "BIBLE ALONE!", and went "CURSING" on the way to the Kingdom. The "CURSE!" of "WORKS!" "LEGALISM!" until the PENTECOSTAL HEAD of the "SABBATH SENTINEL" and HUDSON of the alleged "AWAKENING" were RAILING at the "SIN" of "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"
We could hardly believe our eyes, that these were so-called "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" or "SABBATARIANS!" No more than my dog.

SO WE SAW THE SPECTACLE OF HOW THEY WORKED IT -
to turn the heads of a whole DENOMINATION! By featuring "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE!" -- 24 SERMONS IN A ROW in the L.I.U. AREA. Now try to find a SINGLE MINISTER that will speak AGAINST "I AM SAVED!" He would be run out of town on a rail, or be ASSASSINATED.

MISSIONARIES TO AFRICA -

send their Converts home, about all they knew is "I AM SAVED!" Over 90% of the TONS OF TRACTS sent to AFRICA are "I AM SAVED!" How I love to proclaim it!

WITH THAT FOR A BACKGROUND -

CERTAINLY they want NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" where they have to WAIT for the COURT in HEAVEN to decide. Then they would be DOUBTING their "I AM SAVED!" MIND-SET. The RELIGION of the PHARISEE. COL 155-6.

"OF ALL SINS - the most HOPELESS - the most INCURABLE!" That does not slow them up, nor 100 more! The MORE you agitate the TRUTH, the MORE they will want to DITCH "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" Thus we see the STEP by STEP development to THROW OUT ELLEN WHITE and go "BY THE BIBLE (and "BABYLON!") ALONE!"

SO NOW YOU KNOW WHERE WE STAND -

and if you can't take it, you can stop reading right now! For this is what you will read if you read "THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" PUBLICATIONS. Do not try to find a MIDDLE GROUND. There is none. It is either ONE or the OTHER. And that's where we have -

"FAITH!" vs "PRESUMPTION!"

"MODERN REVIVALS," 1884 GC 294. Somehow they carried the same TITLE over to GC 461. THE PAGE OF ALL THE PAGES OF THE TESTIMONIES IS 1884 GC 296 or GC 464. That a BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT" will "COME!"
But just "BEFORE THE TIME" for such a Brand New "MOVEMENT," SATAN will seek to prevent it by introducing a beautiful, delightful "COUNTERFEIT!"

AND THAT SAME CHAPTER TELLS US —

what the "COUNTERFEIT" will be TEACHING, and there is not ONE MINISTER of CHURCH or REFORM, (unless there is one or two now!) that will DENOUNCE, FIND FAULT or CONDEMN that LEROY (BEGUILING) FROOM and ROY A. (Dog-catcher) ANDERSON. "COUNTERFEIT!" "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION" ("I AM SAVED!") "BY FAITH ALONE!" (THOSE VERY WORDS!) "ONLY BELIEVE!" and I am "SINLESS!" "...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE...IT IS NOT "FAITH!"...it is "PREPTION!"" GC 472-3. 1884 GC 300-2. (PHARISEE or DISCIPLE?)

THE ELABORATE DETAILS OF THE "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT"

THE COURT IN HEAVEN, the 4 and 20 "ELDERS!", the OPENING OF THE BOOKS, as portrayed in DANIEL and the REVELATIONS, the "SHUT" Door in 1884 to the FIRST APARTMENT, the SANCTUARY TRUTHS of the "MOST HOLY PLACE", the "ANCHOR" that will keep us in the midst of the CONFUSED RABBLE of DISCORDANT "VOICES!" Getting WORSE as SATAN sees his TIME is very SHORT, as he instigates WARS and REVOLUTIONS and LABOR UNION STRIKES, UNREST EVERYWHERE in the POLITICAL ARENA, the formation of a "ONE WORLD CHURCH." "ROMANISM" in the GLD WORLD and APPOSTATE ADVENTISM leading the MOBS with the POWER to perform "MIRACLES" of HEALING. RAISING THE DEAD (Shepherd's Rod tried it in their day — do did FRED (forever Wrong!) WRIGHT. WILSON-CARTER tried to bring down "FIRE!" from God out of Heaven to "PROVE" they are the "ELIJAH'S!" But to the Child of God it will only "PROVE!" that they are the "COUNTERFEIT!" SM 2:54. MM 88 and a dozen more! SATAN WILL COME IN A "FLYING SAUCER" to bring them the "SUNDAY LAW!" GC 624. They went CRAZY over the "MAXWELL BOOK," calling for him to "COME!" They are SITTING DUCKS to the DELUSIONS of SATAN, ever coming CLOSER and CLOSER to perform "MIRACLES" that will "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" ADVENTISTS and CATHOLICS TOGETHER will see to it that the "DEATH DECREES!" will be PASSED.

Magen and Spaulding p.1 and 2.
WHY IS THAT SO SURPRISING - ???

DID NOT THE JEWS CRUCIFY THEIR SAVIOUR - ???. Are they not following JUDAISM and ROMANISM and HOLY-ROLLER PENTECOSTAL "SPIRITUALISM," the 3-fold UNION led by the "FALSE PROPHET - !!!" They will do EVERYTHING the JEWS did as "HISTORY IS REPEATED!" If your eyes are open you will see the STEP by STEP development T5:80-1, into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY," SM 1:204-5 as they set up the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. By doing as they passed an AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to teach "IN COMMON!" with the other Churches. GC 445. Until they keep SUNDAY before they HAVE to, GC 606-8. They will be our most "BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608. Are we still TOO BLIND to see it? What makes them so STONE-BLIND is the MIND of the "I AM SAVED!" PHARISEE! NO MATTER WHAT CHRIST SAID, they would NEVER get that out of their system that "THEY" were the "PEOPLE OF GOD" that should be exalted. DENY THAT and they get "KILLING MAD!"

"OH! LORD! HELP US NOW!"

(AND HE WILL! MAGEN 1 & 2.)

***************

FORD DISMISSED: "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" (and CHALLENGED all others - WORLD-WIDE) to dismiss it also! In favor of: "I AM SAVED!" He saw that to HANG ON TO THE ONE, you had to DROP THE OTHER! To try to hang on to BOTH, as the PROUD LAODICEAN "PHARISEE" IS DOING, is to be "DOUBLE-MINDED!"

YOU WANT "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?"

The SOP answered that question in 1884, 1888, "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" 1884 GC 300. This is the "DAILY!" p.301. The "PHARISEE" denies this. p.302. This is the GRAND "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464. See their Teaching - GC 470 to 473.

SHE SAW THE "PHARISEES" PAID NO ATTENTION

TO THAT, so she HIT THEM with a STAGGERING BLOW IN 1900. COL 154-5.
There she again called them: "PHARISEES!" And "I AM SAVED!" was: "OF ALL SINS it is the most "HOPELESS!" -- the most "INCURABLE!" COL 154. But that failed to STAGGER them, they preferred "HOLY FLESH!" that same YEAR. 1900. SM 2:31.

THEY DARE NOT TELL YOU THAT:

"JONES" was the leader of that MIND-SET, until the WHOLE ADVENTIST WORLD saw him go into "LIVING TEMPLE" PANTHEISM - (Which she called: "THE ALPHA OF APOSTASY!") and the "OMEGA" would be an ADVANCE MOVE in the SAME DIRECTION! "THE CHURCH" in 1903, DISFELLOWSIPPED "KELLOGG!" "THE CHURCH" in 1991, DISFELLOWSHIP those who DO-NOT-GO-ALONG with "I AM SAVED!" as they "CELEBRATE!" it around their "GOLDEN CALF!" OPENLY - BRAZENLY - DEFIANTLY - and KICK those OUT! who do not go along with it. AND, as SPIRITUAL-ISM HAS ALWAYS DONE, "JUDGE THEMSELVES!" FIND IT IN GC 554,556,558. 1884 GC 372 to 379.

AND THAT IS THE END OF THAT SUBJECT -
AND ALSO THE BEGINNING - 111!

In spite of any "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" then or now -- the PHARISEE MIND-SET -- then and now -- feels he has the RIGHT to propogate "HIS" religion and his "ALONE!" CLASSED by God's "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" as "PERFECTION-ISM." "...THE CHURCH has NEVER ERRED, nor would it ever "ERR!" according to the Scriptures." GC 57.
Then we move to EW 101. This "STAY WITH THE LEADERSHIP!" DOGMA is as MIND-WEEKENING as is, in fact, "SPIRITUALISM!" "ALTHOUGH THEY MAY FEEL FREE FROM ERROR, and COMPETENT (Oh, Yes! HOW "COMPETENT!") to go forth and teach this "LAST MESSAGE!" -- "GOD will NOT-ACCEPT-THEM!" EW 101.

AND THE REASON WHY - ???

"The (PHARISEE) MIND in which ERROR has ONCE TAKEN POSSESSION, can NEVER expand freely to TRUTH...The OLD THEORIES will claim RECOGNITION. The UNDERSTANDING... will be CONFUSED. SUPERSTITIOUS IDEAS will enter the mind (the WEAKENED MIND! THE MIND that would not face TRUTH!) to MINGLE with the TRUE..." MM 89 and 20 more
AND THIS IS THE REAL END -

OF THIS REAL QUESTION.

WHICH THE PROUD LAODICEAN PHARISEE
WILL NEVER, NEVER, NEVER - ever INVESTIGATE.

NOT OVER HIS DEAD BODY - AND IT WILL BE -
OVER HIS DEAD BODY!

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

T5:211-4. EW 69.

(MRS.) R.W. TAYLOR (N.S.W., AUSTRALIA): Thank you for sending me the 10-foot (COMPUTERIZED) copy from Laser Compact Disk (1) obtained from WHITE ESTATE. SUBJECT: MATTHEW 7:22-28. Sermon at Santa Rosa, CA. March 7, 1985. Who is the SPEAKER? Is this supposed to be ELLEN WHITE - ???. If so, we add to our Collection of what is "SAND?" Adventists will build on the "SAND!" and STORM and TEMPEST will sweep away the Structure. SM 1:205. "...those who claim that "FAITH ALONE!" will save them, are trusting in a Rope of "SAND!" SOP 3:331. Those also, who go to other UNIVERSITIES to obtain their degrees, "...they will BUILD upon the "SAND!" and their "FOUNDATION" will be SWEPT AWAY!" SM 3:233. Those who IMBIBE the DELUSION (at these Worldly Institutions) and import that into the Adventist Church, that the LAW (The Commandments) were done away at the Cross -- going to "HOLINESS MEETINGS!" Today IMPORTING that from the CHARISMATICS/PENTECOSTALS/ESPIRITUALISTS HYPNOTIZED by "TONGUES!" and "POWER!" are "FALSE PROPHETS!" and "RAVENING WOLVES!" Ev. 597-599. Those who DENY the "MOST HOLY PLACE" 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS -- have stepped OFF "THE FOUNDATION!" Ev. 221. OUR COMMISSION: "MEET IT!" SM 1:206.

WE HAVE 20 OTHER REFERENCES AS TO WHAT "BUILDING ON THE SAND!" MEANS.
So I am glad to **ADD** this one to our Collection - 2 Classes, those who only **"HEAR!"** ("FAITH ALONE!") and those who **"DO!"** (KEEP!) the LAW of God. Those who TRAMPLE this LAW under their feet, and BAWL with the "BAAL-PRIESTS" - "I AM RIGHTEOUS...HOLY...SAVED!" will be **"LOST in the GREAT DAY of ACCOUNTS!"** Find one REFERENCE where MEN of GOD ever CLAIMED "TO BE SINLESS!" The same thing is in GC 473. Men of God have never claimed it. TODAY WE HAVE THOSE WHO EVEN CLAIM TO BE "CHRIST!" or "GOD!" All this is EXPOSED in this DOCUMENT RELEASE.

THEN YOU MAKE THE MISTAKE - THE SAME AS -
**"RON and ULA CABLE"** ("THE ANCHOR" - AUSTRALIA)

And it seems like it is coming at us from every direction, EULOGIZING the CULT that has NEVER made a mistake. LED BY STANDISH, who PRETENDS he has something against FORD-BRINSMEAD - yet all BOW at the SACRED SHRINE of "SINLESS JONES" - as he FOAMED at the mouth how "SINLESS!" he was in BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" - the last two Chapters of the JONES BOOK.

"THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION."
RDB p.188-190. In the "LOUD CRY," "SHOUT!" to the whole World that he is "SINLESS!"

**THAT WAS JONES - 1893.**

SIDE BY SIDE they Bow at that SHRINE -- STANDISH - WIELAND - FORD - BRINSMEAD - HARDINGE - VENEND - NICHOLS - FROUM - ANDERSON -- just about EVERY ONE!

YEARS AGO, WE SAW IN THE "SHAKING" CHAPTER:

**SCENE (1) - "AGONIZING - DISTRESSED!"** as they see what is "COMING" on the World and on the Church. T1:179,180.

**SCENE (2) - "SOME"** - 1950 to 1991 - COULDN'T-CARE-LESS! Saw only GLORIOUS "VISIONS" of "MULTITUDES" coming - NOTHING to be ALARMED about! Let's "CELEBRATE!"

**SCENE (3) - T1:181 (Bottom) EW 271 (Top) -- The SAINTS STOP "AGONIZING!"** and are "SEALED!" The Angel Guard, DOUBLED! Now the Tables are turned!
Scene (4) - Now the STANDISH CULT - see the 2 BILLION $ DEBT on the HOSPITAL SYSTEM they CREATED! See all the DRUGS they TAUGHT THEM TO USE! See the AFTERMATH as they LAMENT at the SHARP INCREASE of CANCER, HEART DISEASE, AIDS, the DISMAL FAILURE of their ANTIBIOTICS, SHOTS, VACCINATIONS! CANNOT MEET THEIR PAYMENTS!

Scene (5) - IN DESPERATION to save the situation, put their HOSPITAL PERSONNEL AT RISK to serve "HOMOS!" with "AIDS!" ONE-STINKING-MESS! "...until she shall ABHOR HERSELF!" T8:250.

Scene (6) - STANDISH decries all the "ABOMINATIONS!" VANCE FERRELL decries the "ABOMINATIONS!" JOHN OSBORNE decries the "ABOMINATIONS!" THE CABLES decry all the "ABOMINATIONS!" 10,000 OTHERS decry the "ABOMINATIONS!"

Scene (7) - BUT ALL FAIL TOGETHER in decrying the "GREATEST ABOMINATION!" The ABOMINATION as in the Days of LOT, NOAH, OLD JERUSALEM--REFUSE TO OBEY GOD and "SEPARATE!"

VANCE FERRELL - STAY RIGHT THERE! "PRAY!" or "READ A BOOK!"

A good WATCHDOG would take a HUNK out of them! AND JOHN OSBORNE, WHAT DOES HE DO?

WRITES A SMASHING $2.95 (95 page) BOOK: "CELEBRATION OR ABOMINATION!" And then what? Writes this to "GET-THE-MONEY-BOYS!" But does he MEAN IT - ??? Or is he PROGRAMMED? Some one pushed another Button on the ZOMBIE, and another DISK went into the COMPUTER: "CELEBRATION or ABOMINATION" was written April 1990. Then what does he write - JANUARY 1991. Printed by PHYLLIS PORTER in "MIZPAH."

THE FUNERAL DIRGE ON THE "WITCHE'S SABBATH!"

"AM I BITTER?...not at all! In fact, I am writing to tell you to please stay in the Seventh-day Adventist Church (Underlining his!) Because this church has the truth..."SALVATION IS OF THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" (EMPHASIS OURS.) This is the ONLY CHURCH that has the MESSAGE that will save people in these last days. Our historic Adventist message is the landmark of truth. That is why, with God's help, we
pray that no one ever attempts to take that name from us, because we will not relinquish it at any cost. Why? Because it was given to us by God!"

(THEN TO "PROVE" THAT POINT - HE FINDS ONE OF THOSE DANGEROUS MSS's (MANUSCRIPT RELEASE) that come now by the dozen DOZEN! SO VERY CONVENIENT! WARNING TO ALL! When SHE was THERE - and still in charge, there was NO CALL to leave. But does that apply in the "OMEGA?" To be HYPNOTIZED! TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES - !!!

AND THEN OSBORNE ENDS: "Oh, and let's also not forget to pray diligently for the religious leaders of the Seventh-day Adventist denomination." (Or PRAY for "ELIJAH" to "SLAY!") T5:136.

(P.S. I DO NOT THINK HE HAD "MIZPAH" FOOLLED!)

IN HIS "MASADA!" SUICIDE PACT - !!!

A PUBLIC SHAME! KILLING THEIR OWN CHILDREN!

HOLOCAUST! PARRICIDE!

"Say ye NOT, "A CONFEDERACY!" to all them to whom "THIS PEOPLE!" shall say, "A CONFEDERACY!"

WEBSTER: (CONFEDERACY) LEAGUE. COMPACT. TO UNITE OR BECOME UNITED IN A LEAGUE - CONFEDERACY - OR CONSPIRACY. ACCOMPLICE.

"Neither FEAR YE their "FEAR!" - nor be afraid..."MANY" among "THEM" - shall STUMBLE, and FALL, and be BROKEN, and be SNARED, (4 PAGES LIFTED OUT OF YOUR GC 518. But found in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337-340. How SATAN will "SNARE!" - ADVENTISTS! This did not 'need to be known, did it - ???) and be TAKEN." Isa. 8:12,15. TM 342,463. T7:153.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
"And when "THEY" shall say unto you, SEEK unto THEM that have "FAMILIAR SPIRITS" - (The "SPIRITS" that "TALK" - set False time, etc.) and unto WIZARDS that PEEP, and that MUTTER (and seek to the "DEAD")...To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak NOT according to this WORD, it is BECAUSE there is "NO LIGHT!" in "THEM!" Isa. 8:19,20. PP 685-697,689. EW 59. GC 593. MB 208-210. T5:199,301,625. T8:299. TM 463.

***************

"MY CHURCH, OH MY CHURCH!"

The above one-page FLYER obtainable from: COLIN STANDISH, Ph.D., President, "HARTLAND INSTITUTE," Box 1, RAPIDAN, VA 22733, U.S.A. In your (Mrs. R.W. Taylor) letter you say observe that this "COLIN STANDISH FLYER" "...is sure to bring the desired result."

***************

IT WILL - WILL IT?

WHAT IS THE STANDISH, OSBORNE and other "BORNED ADVENTISTS" "DESIRED RESULT?" Filled with PHARISAICAL PRIDE ever since they were knee-high to a Grasshopper, having heard it every day of their lives, get LOADED with that STUFFY, SELF-RIGHTEOUS ARROGANCE every time they go to the SYNAGOGUE, like the JEWS of OLD, GRIM-JAWED to the BITTER, BITTER END! That THIS PEOPLE, THIS "CHURCH!" is "GOING THRU!" and give the "LOUD CRY!" JUDAS also took "30 pieces of Silver" to teach that DOGMA. THE TURNCOATS PRETEND to go along with "REFORM" but in the FINAL CRUNCH, will NOT entertain any THOUGHT - ANY FAINTEST POSSIBILITY THAT "FISHERMAN"

would take their place or that: "THE PUBLICANS and the HARLOTS go into the Kingdom of God -- BEFORE YOU!" Matt. 21:31. COL 117,226. T8:72,75.
FERN LINTON (RENO, NV) You appreciate the FACT and the TRUTH that the BOOKS have been CHANGED, but to inform the "20-Year Preachers!" of this possibility, would necessitate the "LEARNING in a few MONTHS!" - "what we have been YEARS LEARNING!" EW 67. And the HARDEST PART will be "MUCH TO UNEARN!" and "MUCH TO LEARN AGAIN!" EW 67. It would be TOO MUCH for the "STANDISH CULT!"

MY CHURCH, OH MY CHURCH!

THE STANDISH CONFESSIONAL, HORRIFIED out of his BOOTS, at the ARRAY of "OMEGA ABOMINATIONS" - so CONTRARY to everything he has ever learned, like SATAN IN HEAVEN, AFTER "CONFESSION!" -- so do these, in a DESPERATE "LAST MINUTE" attempt to REVERSE the SCENE and try to WHIP OTHERS into "AN INSANE FRENZY!" when it is entirely "HOPELESS!" IT-IS-TOO-LATE! The "ABOMINATIONS" are IRREVERSIBLE! And then we have the Picture of SATAN, in GC 672. We have THE SAME PICTURE in EW 282, GC 656. Their APPEALS fall on DEAF EARS, and they TURN on these "20-Year Preachers!" and BEAT them into the GROUND! "YOU ARE THE CAUSE OF OUR RUIN!" GC 656. "THEIR SUFFERING WAS TENFOLD GREATER THAN THAT OF THEIR PEOPLE!" (GOOD! FINALLY SHUT THEIR MOUTHS!) EW 282. SG 1:211. ST 1:116. EW 289,290.

NO REPENTANCE FOR WHAT THEY TAUGHT!

"OH MY CHURCH!" is a DEFIANCE of the WORD-OF-GOD! LIKE SATAN in GC 672, LIKE THE JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM, DEFANT to the End! THE "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" calls for a "SEPARATION!" BEFORE the LORD LOWERS THE BOOM ON THEM -- but this "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" -- DEMAND Him to BLESS them, give them the VICTORY! So they stay "IN" the "HOLY CITY!" in its DEATH THROES.

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25.

is the ONLY REMEDY! But, no! They will go through the streets of JERUSALEM: "WOE! WOE! WOE!" WILL NOT BUDGE! Just "WOE! WOE! WOE!" 1884 GC 31-2. GC 30.
BRUNO SINIGAGLIO (STATE OF WASHINGTON) - We will send you a PACKET, and in this Paper you will find MORE about "CHANGES-IN-THE-BOOKS!" As printed by "LAYWORKER" in 1986. Send to CONFERENCE (ABC-BBH) ask for "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK 4, there you will obtain the "ORIGINAL 1884" - at this Writing we do not know of a good CHEAP SOURCE. VANCE FERRELL grudgingly, dragging his heels, printed some, but as SUE WYBORN of AUSTRALIA said -- CHANGED them "WORSE THAN URIAH SMITH!" -- and doing it to this day.

ANOTHER "WOE! WOE! WOE!" CREATURE.

"The Saviour's prophecy concerning the VISITATION of JUDGMENTS upon JERUSALEM is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, (DUAL PROPHECY!) of which that terrible Scene was but a FAINT SHADOW... As He warned His "DISCIPLES" of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, giving them a "SIGN" of the approaching "RUIN," that they might make their ESCAPE, so He has warned HIS PEOPLE of the day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given "THEM" SIGNS of its approach, that all who will may "FLEE!" from the WRATH-TO-COME!" 1884 ORIGINAL GC 37,38.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

HOW DID THEY FIX THAT UP IN YOUR "GC" - ???

"...so He has WARNED -- "THE WORLD!" GC 37. WHERE WILL "THE WORLD" FLEE - ??? INTO THAT "CHURCH!" NATURALLY! So VANCE FERRELL says we cannot show -- "ONE CHANGE!" Even at this late date. 1991. NO CHANGES MADE! NOT BY "URIAH SMITH!" NOT BY ANYONE!

And he that says so is just as bad a Devil as those who practice "HYPNOTISM!" One as "DEVIL-POSSESSED!" as the OTHER! IN HIS "HYPNOTISM" Series. Part nine of ten. WM 331. p.34. By allowing "THE HYPNOTISM CRISIS!" to take place, "IT DOES "APPEAR" we have gone TOO FAR!" Only "APPEAR?" He cannot go FURTHER than "THAT - -! - -!!" "THE FINAL CRISIS MUST BE "NEAR!" Oh! Dear me! It is only "NEAR!" OH! MY! p.34. Giving some WILD HOPE to WITHHOLD "TITHE" until they STRAIGHTEN OUT - -!! They still have not gone TOO FAR - ??? ELIJAH would have taken off their Heads for LESS-THAN-THAT!

- 35 -
Takes a SWIPE at those who say the BOOKS-HAVE-BEEN-CHANGED! p.39. But "STAY!" and "PRAY!" I do not remember ELIJAH staying and praying with the BAAL-PRIESTS! He STAYED and SLAYED!

THEN VANCE MAKES THE MISTAKE -

of Quoting: "SATAN was TRYING his EVERY ART to hold them WHERE-THEY-WERE, until the "SEALING" was PAST... and "THEY" left without a Shelter...in "THE-SEVEN-LAST-PLAGUES! EW 44-5.

DOES THE BLIND LAODICEAN NOT SEE -
THAT IS A CALL FOR "SEPARATION-???
BUT HE WILL NOT ADMIT THAT OVER HIS DEAD BODY - !!!!

* * * * * * * * * *

VALERIE STEINER (NEW ZEALAND) Glad to see you are INTERESTED in BOOK CHANGES and HEALTH. And, above all, STUDY-FOR-YOURSELF! "CELEBRATION" and "PENTE-COSTALISM" only "STARTING" there - ?? "AUSTRALIA" is where it "STARTED!" Perhaps 10 YEARS AGO! Like the JEWS, to think "SPEW OUT!!" means "GOING THRU!!" is one of the WORST-FORMS-OF-HYPNOSIS! And when the Lord left "SIGNS" of when to "FLEE!!" They took what the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445 -- "THE PEOPLE OF GOD WILL THEN FLEE - !!!!" Now turn to the EXACT SAME CONTEXT in GC 616 and see how they CUT-THAT-SENTENCE-IN-HALF! and put the REST-OF-THE-SENTENCE -- 10 PAGES AWAY! See it with your own eyes: GC 616 to 626. 10-PAGES-AWAY! So you are TRAPPED! Do not know WHEN to FLEE, and WHY to FLEE! Just "WOE! WOE! WOE!!"

* * * * * * * * * *

EDSAM A. USEH (NIGERIA) Glad you give the "SEPARATION" Message. We prefer NAMES and we send our Papers TO THOSE "NAMES." We send 3 Times, no REPLY - we drop them. Some in AFRICA we send only ONCE - if they want MORE, they must WRITE AGAIN.
Are in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" with all their "EDUCATION" no better than AFRICA. What we call: "20-YEAR PREACHERS" (and many of them are MORE than "20-YEAR PREACHERS!") who have been FIGHTING the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" with MIGHT and MAIN; when ONE of them finally WAKES UP TO FIND THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED, (by the name of "CHARLES WHEELING") then ANOTHER "20-YEAR PREACHER" by the name of "VANCE FERRELL" TEARS into him like a WOLF-PACK and DENIES there were any "CHANGES!" When he, himself (VANCE FERRELL), CHANGES the WRITINGS - !!! CLAIMING there is "NO DIFFERENCE," he leads our people ASTRAY. We will consider:

ONE POINT - HE HELPS THE JEWISH "YAHVISM!"

He quotes PK 210-211, WARNING against "SPIRITUALISM!" But if he was any kind of an HONEST INSTRUCTOR, he would KNOW that this is a FAKE! Let us go into it SLOWLY and CAREFULLY! THE 6 BIG "REVIEW AND HERALD ARTICLE BOOKS" reveal only too well, how they took these ORIGINAL R&H ARTICLES BY ELLEN WHITE and did not print them in the SEQUENCE they were given. Jumped all over the place, leaving some of the best OUT COMPLETELY! Changed others AROUND - ADDED - TOOK AWAY! A real HODGE-PODGE! And in the doing of this, LEFT OUT of PK 210-211 THE STRONGEST STATEMENT in the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" as to what "SPIRITISM" is. He has the PART in there about "MAGNETIC HEALING" - "CHRISTIAN SCIENCE" - "THEOSOPHY" (These people claim to be FAR AHEAD of the "BIBLE!" they go by the "SPIRIT!") "and OTHER "ORIENTAL RELIGIONS." PK 210-211.

BUT WHY DID HE LEAVE OUT THE WORST OF ALL - ???

THIS PARTIAL QUOTE FROM PK 210,211 WAS TAKEN FROM "REVIEW AND HERALD ARTICLES" BOOK 6:397.

This Denomination, run by TALMUDIST JEWS - who are out to Rule the World, eagerly point to: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" as the Big Bad "WOLF!" May get us down, but before they do, we will give them "ONE LAST BLAST!"
These "JEWS!" took out 2 Major REFERENCES "OUT!" of the
ORIGINAL WRITINGS. That the JEWS are coming down -
was taken OUT of DA 628-9. Where it says: "THE
PEOPLE!" -- (this should be:) "THE "JEWISH" PEOPLE HAVE
LOOKED TO THEMSELVES!" DA 628 (in some Books it is
629.) We are not going into in now, but you can find
DA 635,739.

THE OTHER REFERENCE IS: RH 6:397.

(LIFTED OUT OF PK 210,211.) Expect a TALMUDIST to
agree to LEAVE-THIS-OUT-!!! The ENEMIES of GOD and
MAN do not want you to know the TRUTH of "YAHVISM!"
"SACRED NAME!" These are NOT "ORTHODOX JEWS!" These
are "APOSTATE JEWS!" who are coming in to take over
THIS CHURCH! (AND WRECKING IT!) So that conscien-
tious believers have to: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

AS IN OLD JERUSALEM - THE APOSTATES STAY IN - !!!

JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIAS declare OPENLY that it is a "SIN!"
to PRONOUNCE the "SACRED NAME!" You will find it in a
LARGE LIBRARY. (I went into the LARGEST LIBRARY IN
WESTERN CANADA; also to the LARGEST LIBRARY in the
State of WASHINGTON -- the 2 largest libraries on this
PACIFIC COAST -- to look up "TETRAGRAMMATON." The
LIBRARIAN SAID: "TETRAGRAMMATON!" - what is THAT?"
That is EXACTLY what I wanted. She was NEUTRAL. She
need not SLANT the EVIDENCE "ONE WAY!" You do that,
the list the "YHWH" people gave you, drop it at the
door and let the LIBRARIAN bring you one book after
the other, and you will soon enough find the TRUTH
about the "SACRED NAME!"

WHY DID VANCE FERRELL NOT QUOTE THE ORIGINAL - ???

Why did he toss this bone to the "YAHVISTS?" The
ORIGINAL WRITINGS OF ELLEN WHITE - CLASSIFIED (under
the title of "THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF AHAB") - you
are giving "THE ELIJAH MESSAGE?" There were 2 Classes
of PRIESTS. "YAHVISTS" are FREE to say that those who
worship "GOD" or "CHRIST" - worship "BAAL!" SNEERING
and INSULTING! When ELLEN WHITE SAID THAT ELIJAH
RISKED HIS LIFE TO CONFRONT THE "PHARISEES!" - 450 of
AHAB'S PROPHETS OF "BAAL," and 400 PROPHETS OF
- 38 -
JEZEBEL'S "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE" GROVES - 1 Kings 18:19.

Why did ELLEN WHITE LIST THIS UNDER "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER - ??? Since JEZEBEL was the PRIME-MOVER, the SOP called them: "JEZEBEL'S PROPHETS, 850 IN NUMBER!" T3:279.

AS THIS HISTORY IS REPEATED -


LISTED IN THE LARGEST LIBRARIES AS:

("THE TETRAGRAMMATON!" = "SACRED NAME!") "BAAL-ZEBUB THE GOD OF EKRON!" (REPEATED 4 TIMES!)...worshipping at SATAN'S SHRINE...the god of EKRON...SUPERSTITION and SATANIC WITCHERY...the MYSTERIES of HEATHEN WORSHIP...SECRET ASSOCIATIONS AND SEANCES...SPIRITUALISTIC MEDIUMS...more attractive FORMS of SPIRITUALISM, SUCH AS - SUCH AS - SUCH AS - the "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT!" "CHRISTIAN SCIENCE"...the MYSTICISM of "THEOSOPHY" and OTHER ORIENTAL RELIGIONS? The apostles of nearly ALL-FORMS-OF-SPIRITISM claim to have "POWER!" (FRITZ ALSETH worked 3 months for BETTY STAHLMANN on a Paper called: "POWER!" of "YAHVISM!") - "POWER!" to HEAL... ELECTRICITY...MAGNETISM...SYMPATHETIC REMEDIES...ask help of the WORST ENEMY OF HIS PEOPLE...THE POWERS OF DARKNESS!" RH 6:397-8. January 15, 1914.

LOOK IN THE LIBRARY FOR:

TETRAGRAMMATON (up to 19 or even 24 letters in the "NAME!" which is "UNPRONOUNCEABLE!") It cannot be PRONOUNCED, so it says in the JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIAS. So what is all the "SURETY" about? Each cult has its own pet "NAME!" One had "YAKOVITCH!" If "BABYLON" is "CONFUSION," this is "BABYLON!" A chorus of CONFUSED VOICES.
IF A GIRL HAS AN UNEXPECTED BABY -
They HIDE their SHAME by declaring this to be a "MIRACULOUS" - "VIRGIN BIRTH" - hence: "EMMANUEL!" ("GOD WITH US!") MOVEMENT! Threatened to take over the Church. The "CHRISTIAN" Element had to "DRIVE-THEM-OUT!" In the days of SOLOMON, one of his wives worshipped an "IDOL" to "YAHWEH!"

WE WERE NOT AWARE TILL JUST NOW -
THAT "ELIJAH'S BATTLE"
WAS WITH YAHVISIM ("BAAL!")

"ELIJAH...They thought him UNNECESSARILY SEVERE. They even thought that he must-have-lost-his- SENSES because he DENOUNCED "THEM!" - the favored "PEOPLE OF GOD!" T3:261. "We may be called: "WEAK" and "FOOLISH," ENTHUSIASTIC, even "INSANE!"...by those who "PROFESS" righteousness, yet know not God." SM 1:73. 1883. "NOTHING fell so HARSHLY on their ears as the "NAME" of "JESUS!" EW 208.

*****************************************************************************

DEMONS KNOW THE RIGHT "NAME!"

"But the EVIL SPIRIT answered with scorn, "JESUS I KNOW, and PAUL I know; but WHO are YE?" and the one POSSESSED sprang on them with frantic VIOLENCE, and BEAT and BRUISED them, so that they FLEd out of the House, naked and wounded." ...UNMISTAKABLE PROOF had been given of the SACREDNESS of that "NAME!"... ("the NAME of "JESUS!") SOP 3:423-4.

I KNOW - I EXPECT YOU TO LOOK AT THIS - WITH YOUR MOUTH OPEN -
You never heard anything like this in all your Life! That the "TRUTH!" is the VERY OPPOSITE of what you ever heard. That "YAHVISIM" is "BAAL-WORSHIP." (Or, as Sr. White puts it in the ORIGINAL RH 6:397-8. January 15, 1914 -- "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT" is the Worship
of "BAAL-ZEBUB THE GOD OF EKRON!" And the VANCE FERRELS CAN FUME AND SWEAT and give Vent to "TEARING-DOWN-TIRADES!" -- it will not change a THING. Sr. White ("The Spirit of Prophecy") still called: "EMMANUEL" (SACRED "YAHWEH" NAME) -- the Worship of "BAAL!" And she put "EMMANUEL (YAHVISIM) MOVEMENT" as FIRST and WORST of all FORMS of "SPIRITISM!" That you put your Child in the hands of these OCCULT "HEALERS!" -- you might as well place him in the "HAND OF SATAN!" RH 6:397.

VANCE FERRELL IN "HYPNOTISM ENTERS THE ADVENTIST CHURCH" -

in Part 10 of 10 - p.40 - will Quote PK 210-211.

(1) BUT HE WILL NOT QUOTE THE ORIGINAL RH 6:397-8.
(2) He will quote the "FAKE!" PK 211-2.
(3) But the "FAKE!" has "EMMANUEL (YAHVISIM) MOVEMENT" -- MISSING! Yet he says it makes NO DIFFERENCE if PART IS MISSING! So he LEAVES OUT "EMMANUEL" ("IMMANUAL") MOVEMENT!" Because it makes NO DIFFERENCE if things were LEFT OUT -- ADDED -- MIXED UP!
(4) THE VERY WORST FORM OF "SPIRITISM!" is this DRUNKEN -- FORNICATION -- "EMMANUEL (IMMANUAL) MOVEMENT!" (LOOK IT UP IN YOUR LIBRARY!) It is worshipping "BAAL-ZEBUB THE GOD OF EKRON!" -- surely it is about TIME -- some one told you this! ISN'T IT-???
(5) THE KEY IS RH 6:397 - 5 pages on we come to RH 6:402. THAT PAGE SHOWS - part of the WORSHIP of "BAAL-ZEBUB" - the WORST ENEMY of God - is the worship of "BAAL" (which as any LIBRARY will show -- a MAIDEN (VIRGIN'S) worship is NOT acceptable to "BAAL" until she comes to the idol of BAAL - at MIDNIGHT, and consorts with the FIRST STRANGER that comes along. Usually the RED-BLOODED DRUNKEN PRIESTS of BAAL or of MOLCH, that HANG AROUND just for that purpose.

THAT IS WHAT ELIJAH OPPOSED AND WHY HE TOOK OFF - 850 of the HEADS of JEZEBEL'S "LOVE UNLIMITED!" PRIESTS. AND WHY SHE WAS OUT TO GET HIM!

(6) (ANY BIBLE DICTIONARY) - BAAL was the supreme male divinity. SUN-day worship. ASHTORETH was the supreme worship of the MOON.
(7) The SOP - LOUD and CLEAR, "BAAL" and "ASHTORETH" (LADY'S DAY - EASTER.) Expect any "20-Year Preacher" to tell you "THAT?" Put in ORIGINAL RH 6:397-402. 5 pages apart. In FK it is page 210 to 282 - 72 pages APART with all kinds of CHANGES and JUNK - in between - !!! You need not ask any "PRIEST" of "BAAL and ASHTORETH" (PK 282) - see it for YOURSELF-!! Because those are the ONLY kind of people that will be "SEALED" with the "SEAL" of the "LIVING GOD!"

(8) The "MAY-POLE" representing "VESTAL VIRGINS" - "CELEBRATING" with the "HOLY DANCE" around "ONE TREE IN THE MIDST!" (THE MALE ORGAN OF FECUNDITY - (OBELISK) - any Type of BAAL- WORSHIP is ALWAYS accompanied by LICENTIOUSNESS - "WITCHES OF ENDOR" need not be OLD CRONES. MODERN WITCHES are more like the "Vestal Virgins" that PAUL OPPOSED - "DIANA OF THE EPHESIANS" - the "MOON GODDESS" (many breasted "GODDESS OF FERTILITY" (VENUS.) (EASTER.) DAMASCUS the CENTER.) AA 112-129. PAUL, when CONVERTED, brought them - the "NAME!" of "JESUS!" EW 201. This was the "BRIGHT LIGHT" from Heaven. He did MIRACLES in that "NAME!" EW 202-209.

(9) ELIJAH OPPOSED and EXPOSED -- BAAL-ZEBUB "ALL LOVE!" RELIGION. That was RH 6:397. LIFTED OUT of PK 210.

(10) FIND THE ORIGINAL TEXT ALSO IN EV. 606. (YAH!) "IN THE FUTURE, DECEPTION of EVERY KIND is to arise, and we want SOLID GROUND for our feet!" EV. 610.

(To be continued in the next paper.)